OGDEN CITY PLANNING COMMISSION
2549 WASHINGTON BOULEVARD
OGDEN, UTAH
AGENDA
February 5, 2020
There will be a meeting of the Ogden City Planning Commission held February 5, 2020, at 5:00 p.m. in the City Council Chambers on the 3rd Floor
of the Ogden City Municipal Building, 2549 Washington Boulevard. Commission members are invited to attend a work session field trip which will
leave the Municipal Building Parking Lot at 4:00 p.m. The following items will be discussed during the work session as well as in the regular
meeting. However, formal consideration, open discussion and decision making process will be limited to the regular meeting.

Approximate
Start Time*

Recommendation to:
Agenda Item

PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE – led by Jenny Sandau
5:00 p.m.

1. Approval of the Minutes, of the regular meeting held January 8, 2020 and work
session held January 15, 2020

5:05 p.m.

2. Common Consent
a. Encroachment Permit, to allow historic marker at the northwest corner of 23rd and
Kiesel. (Attachment A)
b. Expansion of a Nonconforming Use, to allow shed and fence at Allen’s Ceramic,
1747 Gibson Avenue. (Attachment B)
c. Conditional Use Permit, to allow cell antenna replacement at 233 W 17th Street.
(Attachment C)
d. CBD Site Plan, to allow outdoor patios at Colonial Court Apartments, 2155 Grant
Avenue. (Attachment D)

Mayor – 2/7/2020
Final Action
Final Acton
Mayor – 2/7/2020

5:05 p.m.

3. Public Hearing, proposed Ordinance Amendment, to amend definition and use
sections of Title 15 regarding private clubs and drinking establishments. (Attachment E)’

City Council*

5:35 p.m.

4. Conditional Use Permit, to allow proposed bar at 2518 Lincoln Avenue/211 25th Street.
(Attachment F)

Final Action

5:50 p.m.

5. Conditional Use Permit/Preliminary Group Dwelling Approval, for 166-unit townhomes
at 130-240 W 17th Street. (Attachment G)

Final Action

Reports: Landmarks Commission – Bryan Schade (no meeting)
Citizen Advisory – Rick Southwick
Ogden Trails Network – Dave Graf

Review of Meeting
Mayor’s Administrative Review Meeting
Friday February 7, 2020 - 10:00 a.m. 3rd Floor, Municipal Building
*The City Council meets the first, third and fourth Tuesdays of each month. Please contact the City Council Office at 629-8153 for
agenda information
*Start times are approximate – item may be discussed before or after identified start time
In compliance with the Americans with Disabilities Act, persons needing auxiliary communicative aids and services for this meeting should contact the
Management Services Department at 629-8701 (TTY/TDD: 711 or 888-735-5906) or by email: accessability@ogdencity.com at least 48 hours in advance of the
meeting.
CERTIFICATE OF POSTING

The undersigned, duly appointed City Recorder, does hereby certify that the above notice and/or agenda was posted in accordance with Utah State Code Annotated 52-4-202(3) on this
31st day of January. 2020 in the following places: 2nd floor foyer of the Ogden City Municipal Building; the Utah State Public Notice website, the Ogden City website, and provided to the
Standard-Examiner.
Tracy Hansen, Ogden City Recorder

Unofficial draft of the proceedings of the Ogden City Planning Commission meeting held January 8,
2019. This draft does not constitute official minutes of the Planning Commission, and will not, until
approved by the Commission. Official minutes may vary significantly from these draft proceedings.
Meeting was conducted by Chair Southwick and began at 5pm.
Members Present :

Rick Southwick, Chair
Dave Graf, Vice-Chair
Cathy Blaisdell
Robert Herman
Jenny Sandau
Bryan Schade
Janith Wright

Members Excused:

Angel Castillo

Staff Present:

Greg Montgomery, Planning Manager
Clinton Spencer, Deputy Planning Manager
Joseph Simpson, Planner
Brooke Olson, Planner
Jannette Borklund, Planning Technician
Mark Stratford, City Attorney
Ian Frankland, Engineering

Others Present: Marty McFadden
Jared E. Allen
Ron Stonebreaker
Rex Butterfield
Cory Stanger

Corey Malan
Mark Stephens
Ken Kopinski
Geri Kopinski
Matt Wilson

Erik Johnson
BJ Miller
Renee Woods
Craig Woods
Jim Darling

Carson Foss
Mark Kashmitter
Richard Baldree
Denice Baldree
David Taotua

1. Approval of the Minutes, of the regular meeting held December 4, 2019 and special meeting held December
18, 2019
2. Common Consent:
a. Public Hearing, Preliminary Subdivision Approval, for Lago Vista subdivision at 1752 Pacific Avenue.
(Attachment A)
b. Public Hearing, Preliminary Subdivision Approval, for Cameron Subdivision at 882 2nd Street (Attachment B)
c. Conditional Use Permit, to allow painted wall sign/logo at 2333 Grant Avenue- (Attachment C)
d. Conditional Use Permit/Public Facility Site Plan, for well pumphouse at 3920 Airport Road. (Attachment D)
e. Encroachment Permit, to allow outdoor dining for CC Keller Building. 205 Historic 25th Street.(Attachment E))
3. Continuation of Public Hearing for Petition #2019-23, to rezone from R-1-10 to M-2 residential properties at
1400-1475 W. (Attachment F)
4. Public Hearing, Petition #2019-24, to allow revisions to land uses permitted in the BEH zone to permit certain
retail sales, and alcohol drinking establishments and entertainment. (Attachment G)
5. Public Hearing, for Valley View PRUD Private Subdivision at 554 Simoron Drive. (Attachment H)
6. Public Hearing Proposed Subdivision Ordinance Amendments, to 14-2-5.C and 14-4 regarding public hearings
and process for small subdivisions. (Attachment I)
Reports: Landmarks Commission – Bryan Schade
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Citizen Advisory – Rick Southwick
Ogden Trails Network – Dave Graf
Review of Meeting

1. Approval of the Minutes, of the regular meeting held December 4, 2019 and special meeting held
December 18, 2019
A motion was made by Commissioner Sandau to approve the minutes as prepared. Motion was
seconded by Commissioner Blaisdell and passed unanimously.
2. Common Consent:
a. Public Hearing, Preliminary Subdivision Approval, for Lago Vista subdivision at 1752 Pacific
Avenue. (Attachment A)
Mr. Simpson stated this area had recently been rezoned from manufacturing to residential and
this request is to allow the creation of four residential lots in the R-1-5 zone. He stated an existing
home will remain on the southern lot, and setback lines are shown on the plat indicating it meets
the zoning standards. While there is an existing single-wide driveway serving this lot the proposed
division will limit parking to one space. Staff recommends parking to be located to the other side
of the home which will require the installation of a new approach and creating two parking spaces.
Because some of the existing right-of-way will be needed to service the subdivision, the front
setback of the home will become nonconforming. Staff also recommends the developer dedicate
improvements to connect the sidewalk to the trail system. Staff recommendation is for approval,
subject to the following conditions:
1. Developing parking that complies with current zoning standards on the lot that contains the
existing home (lot 4) prior to recording the final subdivision plat.
2. Ogden City working with the developer to connect asphalt and sidewalk improvements to the
existing trail located north of the subdivision.
3. Obtaining and satisfying all department staff and private utility requirements.
Mr. Cory Malan, 1775 Pacific, expressed concern that Pacific is currently a narrow street and asked
if the existing infrastructure is adequate to handle traffic which would be created by four new lots.
He stated he operates with private water and sewer lines and has not been contacted for
permission for any connections. He expressed concern with water, sewer and the road width
being inadequate to service four lots. He also indicated the street has not been dedicated to
Ogden City.
As there were no additional comments, a motion was made by Commissioner Wright to close the
public hearing. Motion was seconded by Commissioner Graf and passed unanimously.
Mr. Ian Frankland, representing Ogden City Engineering stated the portion of the road will be
widened fronting this subdivision to be dedicated as part of the subdivision process. He stated a
new 8” water line has been installed and a sewer line is being constructed but has not yet been
dedicated to Ogden City. Curb, gutter and sidewalk will be installed in front of the subdivision and
will connect into the parkway trail.
Commissioner Schade expressed concern 16’ of property is being taken from this side of the street
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creating a nonconforming front yard while no property is being taken on the opposite side of the
street, stating as there are no improvements on the west side, the alignment should be equal on
both sides. Discussion continued relating to whether there is a need for a 60’ right-of-way at this
location.
Mr. Stratford stated it is typically the City policy to require improvements as development occurs,
and as there is an ability to dedicate the right-of-way for Pacific Avenue, these improvements will
be required as part of the subdivision. He stated the intent is to preserve a corridor available for
both access and utilities.
Commissioner Schade felt it serves no purpose to dedicate 16’ of right-of-way for one block which
would not continue and felt there is no need for a 60’ right-of-way.
MOTION: A motion was made by Commissioner Schade to recommend preliminary approval
based on the findings the subdivision will be in the best interest of the public and in
harmony with good development of the area by connecting sidewalk and asphalt rightof-way improvements to the trail north of the property and will comply with City
ordinances by installing legal parking for the existing home in the subdivision and
obtaining and satisfying department staff and utility requirements. Approval is subject
to the following conditions:
1. Developing parking that complies with current zoning standards on the lot that
contains the existing home (lot 4) prior to recording the final subdivision plat;
2. Ogden City working with the developer to connect asphalt and sidewalk
improvements to the existing trail located north of the subdivision;
3. Obtaining and satisfying all departmental Staff and private utility requirements
excluding the additional 16’ right-of-way and dedication of a full 60’ right-of-way.
Motion was seconded by Commissioner Wright and passed unanimously, with
Commissioners Blaisdell, Graf, Herman, Sandau, Schade, Wright and Southwick voting
aye.
b. Public Hearing, Preliminary Subdivision Approval, for Cameron Subdivision at 882 2nd Street.
(Attachment B)
Ms. Olson stated this request is to create two lots in the R-1-6 zone from an existing parcel
containing 16,028 square feet. The intent is for construction of a new single-family dwelling. She
stated the Board of Zoning Adjustment had approved a lot width reduction as each lot will
maintain the required lot area and the reduced frontage is typical of other lots in the area. When
considering a new subdivision, the Commission is to determine whether there is good cause and
whether it complies with the regulations of both the Subdivision and Zoning Ordinances. While
the required lot widths are reduced, the reduction was approved under the powers of the Board of
Zoning Adjustment and other standards of the ordinances are satisfied. Staff recommendation is
for approval subject to the subdivision being recorded prior to the expiration of the variance of lot
width for Lot 1 would expire, satisfying all private utility requirements and obtaining and satisfying
all departmental Staff requirements.
Mr. Matthew Wilson stated he is owner of the property and expressed he is willing to install
sidewalk as it will be an improvement to the community.
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As there were no additional comments, a motion was made by Commissioner Wright to close the
public hearing. Motion was seconded by Commissioner Sandau and passed unanimously.
Commissioner Graf asked why a reduced lot width which is less than the City’s standards could
be approved and is necessary. Ms. Olson responded the location of the existing home requires a
variance in order to satisfy setback requirements. Mr. Montgomery explained the powers of the
Board of Zoning Adjustment allow them to reduce required lot width so long as they can make the
findings the reduced width is typical of lots within the block and the lot will meet lot area
requirements of the zone. In this case, there are smaller lots in the area and the proposed lots fits
with the development patterns of the area. He stated the 56’ width allows for development of the
proposed single-family home.
MOTION: A motion was made by Commissioner Wright to recommend approval of the
subdivision as proposed based on the findings it is in the best interest of the public and
in harmony with good development of the area, and will comply with City ordinances by
obtaining and satisfying all departmental and private utility requirements. Approval is
subject to the subdivision being recorded prior to the expiration of the variance of lot
width for Lot 1 would expire, satisfying all private utility requirements and obtaining
and satisfying all departmental Staff requirements. Motion was seconded by
Commissioner Graf and passed unanimously, with Commissioners Blaisdell, Graf,
Herman, Sandau, Schade, Wright and Southwick voting aye.
c. Conditional Use Permit, to allow painted wall sign/logo at 2333 Grant Avenue- (Attachment C)
Ms. Olson stated this is a request to allow a sign/logo representing the building’s owner, the Lotus
Company. She reviewed previous approvals for the building, stating a microbrewery and
restaurant had been approved as well as separate condo units within the building. She stated the
request is to paint a lotus flower on the side of the building at a dimension of 8’x12’. She stated
the side of the building has few architectural features and the plain design fits with the
architecture. In determining whether the use is compliant with the General Plan, Staff has found
painted wall signs to be typical on similar warehouse buildings in the CBD. As it will count
towards the total sign package of the building, the size proposed will allow additional signage on
the front of the building, which will be limited to a total maximum square footage of 400 square
feet. Staff recommendation is for approval of the sign as proposed.
Ryan Wrigley representing Lotus stated the ground floor is occupied, and a lease is in place for the
upper floors, and it is not anticipated additional signage will be required.
MOTION: A motion was made by Commissioner Graf to approve the conditional use permit
based on the findings it is compatible with surrounding development and complies
with appropriate City ordinances. Motion was seconded by Commissioner Sandau
and passed 6-1 with Commissioners Blaisdell, Graf, Herman, Sandau, Schade and
Wright voting aye and Chair Southwick voting no. Chair Southwick explained his vote
indicating he felt it does not enhance the building or its surroundings.
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d. Conditional Use Permit/Public Facility Site Plan, for well pumphouse at 3920 Airport Road.
(Attachment D)
Mr. Simpson reported this is a request for construction of a new well and pumphouse at the
Ogden Airport. As it is a public facility, both Planning Commission and Mayoral approval is
required. A public facility is also listed as a conditional use in the M-1 zone, which also then
activates the standards of that ordinance. Consideration is to determine its compliance with the
General Plan as well as to assure any impacts created by the use are mitigated. The location of
the proposed pumphouse is on the east side of Airport Road across from the main terminal
parking lot. While an abandoned well exists on this site, additional drilling has found water is still
available. The pumphouse building will have a masonry finish with an earth-toned metal roof.
Existing landscaping will be retained and the use of the existing facility will provide a needed
service for the airport without affecting adjoining properties. Because the facility spans two
parcels, Staff is recommending these be combined in order to satisfy setbacks and building code
regulations. Staff recommendation is for approval subject to the following conditions:
1) Combining parcels 05-148-0203 and 08-001-0001 through an un-platted parcel combination
application so the new building is on one parcel;
2) Completing all necessary site and construction plan reviews;
3) Satisfying all department staff requirements; and
4) Obtaining all required permits.
MOTION: A motion was made by Commissioner Schade to recommend site plan approval to the
Mayor as well as approving a conditional use permit to allow the use of a public facility
at this location based on the findings the proposed use will be compatible with the
surrounding development, will comply with the land use ordinances by implementing
Staff recommendations, and conform with the Ogden City General Plan. Approval is
subject to Staff recommendations. Motion was seconded by Commissioner Wright and
passed unanimously with Commissioners Blaisdell, Graf, Herman, Sandau, Schade,
Wright and Southwick voting aye.
e. Encroachment Permit, to allow outdoor dining for CC Keller Building. 205 Historic 25th Street.
(Attachment E))
Mr. Spencer reported this is a request to allow outdoor dining for the existing tavern. He
described the location of the sidewalk dining, indicating the General Plan supports outdoor dining
in the Central Business District. The proposed encroachment will not interfere with the use of the
public sidewalk for pedestrians as it will leave 7’ of walking surface between the proposed railing
and the nearest tree. He stated the proposed encroachment is compliant with other City
regulations as well as State regulations affecting the serving of alcohol in outside areas. He also
stated the Landmarks Commission has reviewed the proposed material and found it compatible.
Staff recommendation is for approval subject to all staff review comments being satisfied, only
the north gate be installed if allowed by the Building official, and the railing being 4’ tall.
MOTION: A motion was made by Commissioner Schade to approve the encroachment permit
based on the findings there is good reason for the encroachment, the encroachment
will not interfere with the use of the public way by vehicular or pedestrian travel, or with
utilities in or over the public way, it is an appropriate use of public property, and
complies with all applicable zoning ordinances. Approval is subject to Staff
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recommendations. Motion was seconded by Commissioner Wright and passed
unanimously with Commissioners Blaisdell, Graf, Herman, Sandau, Schade, Wright and
Southwick voting aye.
3. Continuation of Public Hearing for Petition #2019-23, to rezone from R-1-10 to M-2 residential
properties at 1400-1475 W. (Attachment F)
Mr. David Taotua stated he desires to change the zoning to allow the use as a contractor storage
yard. He stated he is aware the home would then become a nonconforming use.
Ms. Olson stated this item had been tabled at the previous meeting, stating while the original
petition was for property owned by Mr. Taotua, other residents of the area had expressed the desire
for their property to also be rezoned. Since that time, she has contacted other property owners, and
five of the eight would prefer M-2 zoning while understanding the use as a single-family home would
become a nonconforming use. She stated this area had been annexed last year, at which time the
R-1-10 zoning was assigned to reflect the dominant use as single-family. While in Weber County
zoning, the homes were a permitted use under the M-2 zoning regulations of the County. The area
consists of ten singe family homes on both 1400 West and 1475 West. This area was historically
farmland but has transitioned towards industrial uses. She stated when considering rezoning, the
Commission is to consider both the General Plan and the Community Policies. The Community
Policies indicate a definite edge should be created between types of uses, and should reflect the
character of the area. These properties are surrounded by M-2 zoning and the desired use as
contractor storage is more consistent with the M-2 zoning than the R- 1- 10. Staff recommendation
is for approval of the rezoning as requested, to include properties on both 1400 West and 1475
West.
Mr. David Platten 2961 S 1400 South thanked the Commission and Staff for considering the M-2
zoning.
Mr. Glen Hensley, 3074 S 1475 W stated the area had been M-2 when he purchased the home, and
had planned its use to be industrial, indicating he would rather have the home be nonconforming
and if needed would remove the home and pursue the industrial use.
Mr. Erik Johnson, 3100 S 1475 W stated the re-routing of Midland Drive will affect his property and
will create better uses as industrial.
As there were no additional comments, a motion was made by Commissioner Wright to close the
public hearing. Motion was seconded by Commissioner Graf and passed unanimously.
MOTION:

A motion was made by Commissioner Wright to recommend approval of the rezoning
of existing residential parcels along both 1400 West and 1475 West from R-1-10 to M-2
based on the findings the M-2 zoning provides a definite edge to development and
buffering between types of uses, reflects the prevailing character of the overall district,
does not cut across lots or developments and is supported by the General Plan.
Motion was seconded by Commissioner Graf and passed unanimously with
Commissioners Blaisdell, Graf. Herman. Sandau, Schade, Wright and Southwick voting
aye.
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4. Public Hearing, Petition #2019-24, to allow revisions to land uses permitted in the BEH zone to permit
certain retail sales, and alcohol drinking establishments and entertainment. (Attachment G)
Mr. Marty McFadden, 600 W Exchange Road, stated the BEH zone is an area being redeveloped and
the Ordinance currently limits particular uses which are now desired for the future of the area. This
petition is to allow sale of goods, outdoor events, bar and cabaret in an effort to create revitalization
of the area as well as providing services for workers in the area. He felt the uses proposed would
attract new businesses of the area. He stated a large cafeteria had historically existed inside the
Exchange Building, and the intent is to renovate that building with the potential of a bar with cabaret
as a use in its basement.
Mr. Spencer stated the BEH zone was created in an effort to redevelop the Business Exchange area
into a research, development and manufacturing area. In addition, Ogden City is in the process of
upgrading the Kayak Park and bike park in this area as well as extending trail connections. It is
anticipated the area will continue to grow with new employees coming into this area. He stated
while a restaurant is a permitted use, other uses such as a bar or cabaret are not. There is a need to
service both workers and recreational population.
He reviewed the items being requested by the applicant stating outdoor entertainment could be
permitted so long as a special event license is obtained. He felt the sale of merchandise not
produced on the premise as an accessory use is appropriate. He felt sales such as a grocery or
other merchandise stores should not be allowed. They also are requesting a tasting room with an
onsite bar. He stated our ordinances still call out taverns and private clubs, which are no longer
regulated by the State, and refers only to the sale and consumption of beer and not other liquors.
He stated State regulations for sales of liquor changed in 2015, defining a restaurant to have over
70% of its sales in food, and if more than 70% it would be classified as a bar. Ogden has continued
to define a restaurant as 50% or more in sales of food. He felt it would be appropriate to amend the
Ordinance to allow a drinking establishment as a definition and eliminate the definitions of tavern
and private club. He stated it is anticipated a work session be held to consider ordinances relating
to alcohol facilities, and while these uses may be appropriate in the area, they are not yet defined by
City code and additional amendments are necessary which would then be considered at a later date.
The final request is for a cabaret, which would allow live music and/or dancing. The applicant has
also suggested hours of operation in conjunction with the uses, and Staff feels the uses are
appropriate.
He indicated the West Ogden Community Plan anticipates growth with the proposed full freeway
interchange and supports services for this area as well as uses along 24th Street. The Plan also
directs attract businesses which will improve the perception of the area, and with the strict design
and layout requirements of the BEH and BEI zones, it is felt new buildings will be compatible with
the area and support the provisions of the Plan. Staff recommendation is that the Ordinance be
amended to define drinking establishments. and then to allow many of the uses requested, but
excluding large sales such a grocery or furniture stores.
Commissioner Schade asked Staff to define accessory sales of merchandise. Mr. Spencer
responded it would typically be logo branded items to promote the existing business. Chair
Southwick asked if it matters whether merchandise is produced on- or off-site. Sales would be
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limited to less than 15% of the sales. Commissioner Schade noted special events are allowed with a
permit anywhere in the City and asked why this would need to be added to the Ordinance.
Discussion continued relating to the addition of venues to attract citizens to the area.
Mr. Steve Conlin stated the vision of the area has not changed, but there is confusion with the State
and City definitions of bars or taverns. He clarified the sales of items would be items associated
with the business, which may or may not have the business logo. He stated items produce don-site
are already allowed to be sold but this request would allow items which are produced elsewhere to
be sold so long as it is limited to 15% of the sales. He stated a cabaret is defined as live
entertainment when associated with alcohol establishments. He felt the addition of Ogden’s
Brewery is an attraction to the area, and stated the existing landscaped area could serve as a venue
for events.
As there were no additional comments, a motion was made by Commissioner Graf to close the public
hearing. Motion was seconded by Commissioner Blaisdell and passed unanimously.
Chair Southwick asked if the anticipated work session and discussion relating to alcoholic uses
would affect this action and whether the item should be tabled. Mr. Spencer responded Staff
recommends the petition be acted upon and forwarded to the City Council subject to the additional
language being revised.
MOTION:

A motion was made by Commissioner Blaisdell to recommend approval of the petition
to amend the Ordinance for the items requested based on the findings it is consistent
with the General Plan and the West Ogden Community Plan and is compliant with the
zoning regulations and policies. Approval is subject to the following conditionsL
1. The City update the zoning ordinance based on recent State law changes to
alcoholic beverage consumption establishments. Staff recommends a Planning
Commission work session in January, then the application be considered at the
February 5, 2020 meeting.
2. All other staff recommended amendments to the applicant’s proposal be approved
including
a. Allowing outdoor entertainment to occur as a Permitted use, not Conditional, as
part of a Special Event only.
b. Allowing accessory sales of merchandise produce off site; and
c. Not allowing uses such as grocery, furniture, clothing stores
Motion was seconded by Commissioner Sandau and passed unanimously, with
Commissioners Blaisdell, Graf, Herman, Sandau, Schade, Wight and Southwick voting
aye.

5. Public Hearing, for Valley View PRUD Private Subdivision at 554 Simoron Drive. (Attachment H)
Mr. Jim Darling stated since the November meeting he has met with area residents and is working
on geotechnical issues. He stated the entry to the project has been moved in order to align with the
street to the west and has tried to address many of the concerns of the area residents, including
preserving the existing retaining wall, the trees as well as relocating the adjacent driveway.
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Mr. Montgomery stated this action is to allow the sale of lots within the previously approved PRUD.
The Commission is to assure the proposed subdivision complies with the approved PRUD plan and
satisfies the requirements of the Ordinance for the subdivision of property. Staff had previously
questioned the remnant property to the north which is not included as part of the subdivision, and it
has now been determined it will be dedicated to Ogden City and remain undisturbed.
The proposal is for 24 single-family homes and seven twin homes and the applicants have provided
updated drawings as a response to Staff’s recommendation. He stated the item had been tabled in
November with particular information requested as follows:
Plat revisions showing
• information of 30% slopes,
• easement for Pine View access and trail access,
• distinguish between private and common spaces,
• determination of ownership of 4 acre piece not in development.
• Shift road alignment
Grading revisions
• Revise to direct spring runoff
• Revise to preserve large trees and tree clumps
• Provide back up drainage collection at northwest cul-de-sac
Geotechnical information
• Address rock fall and debris flow
• Address hill stability with grading below canal
• Address existing retaining wall to south of proposed road.
Make all other revisions required by the various City divisions.
Information has now been submitted showing the location of slope over 30%, the easements for
trails and access to Pine View reservoir are identified, private areas are defined and the access road
has been relocated to line up with Hudson, creating a distance between the road and the existing
retaining wall as well as relocating the adjacent driveway to be further from the access road. A
grading and drainage plan is provided, showing storm water runoff and a tree preservation, and
means are provided in an effort to protect properties to the west from the potential of spring runoff.
He stated as was approved as a PRUD rather than a typical subdivision, with building pads being
sold with surrounding property identified as common area maintained by a homeowners
association. Because of the 30% slope, additional units were combined to become twin homes,
which is different from the conditional use permit issued for the PRUD. The Commission may
determine whether this revision is appropriate or not or whether they should remain as separate
units.
While the grading and drainage are addressed along the reservoir, street drainage is still not
addressed as recommended by the geotechnical report. He stated the plans have also been sent to
Pine View Water and the Bureau of Reclamation, and their comments have not yet been returned.
He suggested a condition be added to assure both the Bureau of Reclamation and Pine View Water
are comfortable with the findings of the geotechnical report and the effect of development on the
stability of the canal.
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The drawing also shows a trail coming from Hudson to the hillside trails, this easement is not
shown on the subdivision plat which should be added. He stated the access road has been leveled
out to not be as steep, but the location of an existing power pole is a concern, He suggested the
City do an analysis of the proposed intersection to assure there is a safe configuration for traffic.
Staff recommendation is for preliminary approval, asking the Commission to determine whether
units 31-32 could be attached or detached as was originally approved, additional information yet to
be provided by the Bureau of Reclamation be addressed, following direction of the geotechnical
report regarding drainage and rockfall protection, all trail easements being shown on the subdivision
plat, the new driveway and retaining wall be installed on the Wood property, trees to be preserved be
identified and flagged prior to any grading on the site, with a revised plan to show preservation of
existing large trees and tree clumps, that the City do an intersection analysis to create a safe
configuration and all departmental concerns be satisfied.
Commission asked about the responsibility to flag trees. Mr. Montgomery responded the Planning
Staff would flag the trees, and these be documented by photograph or other means to assure they
are preserved. He also stated if identified trees were removed, it could be reason to revoke the
conditional use permit and halt the development as approved.
Mr. Christian Wetzel, 710 Hislop, stated the property lines for Lot 17 and the green space does not
line up with the existing lot line further to the west. He expressed concern with the proximity to the
fault line which is identified as “moderately stable” of both new and existing homes.
Mr. Mark Kashmtter, 524 Simoron Drive, stated he is concerned about the dangerous intersection
with an existing 46,000-volt power pole and an existing 1930’s era canal to the east of the proposed
homes and felt this project is unsafe. He felt a response from the Bureau of Reclamation is needed,
the 2019 soils report refers to soils under dry conditions, while any potential failure of the
Ogden/Brigham Canal would create saturated soils. He expressed concern with the off-set
intersection with the existing power line which creates a danger to both traffic and existing homes.
He stated the existing canal does leak but the section above this area is underground so leaks are
not visible. He felt additional conditions could be added, suggesting access be changed from this
area and go along Skyline Drive to 9th Street.
Mr. Craig Woods, 548 Simoron, stated while the applicant has agreed to relocate his driveway to
reduce conflict with the new access road, he would prefer a plan with the road lining up without
encroaching on his property and is not supportive of moving his driveway. He felt a safe alternative
could be created without affecting his property, stating it appears the access road is moving to the
north.
Mr. Rex Butterfield, 1535 Hudson stated the westbound traffic coming down will be unable to see
oncoming traffic at Simoron. He expressed concern that neither the applicant or the City has not
contacted Rocky Mountain Power, indicating he had asked them to come to the site at which time
they indicated it would be a good idea to protect the power pole with bollards, while indicating in the
future the voltage of those lines will increase by four times the existing 46,000 volts. He stated
westbound traffic increases the risk of damage to both homes and traffic. He hoped bollards could
be required to be installed behind the curb as part of the subdivision in an effort to protect the power
pole and existing homes from potential damage.
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Ms. Denise Baldree, 552 Simoron stated her property is adjacent to the proposed access road, and
expressed concern the applicant had promised to do additional soils testing to assure their existing
retaining wall would not be damaged by vibration of traffic which would be created to access the
project. She stated the wall runs the entire length of their property and if it were to fail, it would not
be fixable. She has asked for a warranty for potential damage to the wall if it were to be damaged.
She felt as there is only one access into the new subdivision, it will create sound, light and vibration
pollution for existing homeowners. The existing stop sign at Simoron and Hudson is often not seen,
and traffic often ends up in neighboring yards.
Mr. Ken Kapunski, 1570 7th Street stated the development of this property has been proposed for
development, but there is always question as to its safety and wondered about its value of being
developed when there are other properties available. He also stated there are problems with
obtaining water for the irrigation of his yard due to leakage.
Mr. Cory Stanger, 458 Simoron Drive expressed concern about the long-term effects of the potential
development of this property. He stated the developers are not citizens of Ogden and are not
concerned with long-term issues which would be created by the proposed subdivision. While he is
not opposed to development, the layout proposed does not fit the area, stating a cul-de-sac should
serve less than 20 residential units and suggested a second access to 9th Street along Skyline
should be required.
Mr. Ron Stonebreaker 531 Simoron, stated CC&R’s of the Cherry Hills Subdivision limit use to singlefamily homes, and felt the introduction of duplex units or twin homes are inappropriate for the area
to the east, and while allowed by the PRUD code, are not compatible with the existing community.
He stated this proposal creates more homes than any of the previous proposals, and the density
proposed does not fit with the area. He stated the existing intersection is difficult and the addition
of traffic coming from the east will create additional safety concerns, stating the access lot was
originally to be a lot of the Cherry Hills Subdivision and not an access road, suggesting a better
access would be along Skyline Drive.
Mr. Jim Darling stated the project as proposed will not infringe on the Wood property as it now
exists, but the developers have agreed to pay for the relocation of their driveway to reduce conflicts
with the access road. He stated the road had been moved closer to the Woods in an effort to align
with the road to the west. He stated he has made some efforts to meet with the power company
about the power line but it has not yet occurred. He also has requested the City conduct a study of
the intersection, and has explored other traffic calming measures which might be implemented such
as speed bumps or signage. He stated the proposed access point coming onto Simoron will be flat
and is safer than any of the existing streets, and while traffic will be added, the existing safety
concern is not the related to the new subdivision. He stated while the Baldrees have repeatedly
requested engineering studies be conducted to protect the safety of their wall, it has not been a
condition of approval imposed by the City. Mr. Stephenson stated the best response would be to do
a pre-construction survey of the wall and then to monitor the wall during construction of homes to
determine whether any damage occurs, and if so measures can be taken at that time to either
reinforce or replace the wall. Mr. Darling indicated the HOA will then be owners of the project and it
would become the responsibility of those 38 homeowners for any future liability of damages
created. He stated there is no requirement for the project to have a second access, and the density
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complies with current zoning of the area. Mr. Stephenson stated the Fire Department has approved
the plan as proposed, and the length of proposed cul-de-sacs are within their standard of 150’ in
length.
Ms. Renee Woods, 548 Simoron stated the developers are doing the minimum to satisfy the City’s
regulations and are not concerned with long-term effects of the project. She stated the neighbors
provided options for access between 7th and 9th Street which have not been explored, and requests
for an independent study of the Baldree retaining wall have been ignored as it is not required by
Ogden City. No attempt for warranty has been offered. She stated Pine View also has used this lot
to service their canal, and due to its age, the canal is susceptible to leakage. She felt more needs to
be done than the “minimum” requirements to protect both the existing community and potential
homeowners within the project proposed additional traffic coming onto Simoron which could
increase potential danger from the existing power pole.
Mr. Kashmitter expressed concern potential owners within the HOA may not be made aware of
existing geologic issues or issues of the area or their potential liability prior to becoming an owner.
As there were no additional comments, a motion was made by Commissioner Blaisdell to close the
public hearing. Motion was seconded by Commissioner Wright and passed unanimously.
Mr. Montgomery stated one of the key issues has been the intersection with Simoron. He stated
while Rocky Mountain has expressed support of bollards to protect the power pole, City
Engineering Staff has indicated additional structures might create additional problems and
liabilities. He stated this is not a unique intersection, and there are concerns, additional analysis by
the City may be warranted in an effort to address safety issues. He felt Skyline Drive is not a good
solution as it would be three blocks long with no development and would impact other existing
homes and neighborhoods as well as removing the trail from the area. He stated the Commission
could also determine there is inadequate information to make a decision and request additional
information before a decision is made in that some new information has been provided.
Commissioner Schade noted a proposed retaining wall is shown on the plat which is within the
30% no-build area. Mr. Montgomery responded the 30% slope is not to be disturbed, and a
retaining wall would not be allowed.
Mr. Frankland stated as there may be existing safety concerns, Engineering could conduct a survey
of existing conditions in relation to the roads as they now exist, which may include volume of
traffic, the average speed, the use of the stop signs, counting movements. He stated verifiable
data is required in order to require change. He stated stop signs are an effort to meter traffic, and
not to control vehicle speed. He stated there is a process to determine whether stop signs are
warranted. He stated the poles are 3” from the back of the curb, leaving no space for bollards. He
stated roadway intersections should be at 90 degrees, and the new access will bring it closer to 90
degrees. The proposal to move the driveway is to keep it away from the intersection where 50’ is
the City standard. He stated boulders were installed by Rocky Mountain Power and Ogden City to
create a buffer to protect the existing homes. He did not feel the increase of traffic to Simoron
would be measurable as it is not a through street, but additional traffic would be directed to Polk or
Harrison. He stated he would ask is superiors about the existing retaining wall to protect the City.
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Mr. Stratford asked if the approach meets the standards of Ogden City. Mr. Frankland stated
roads are limited to less than 10%. A landing of 3% is often required to create a flat intersection
and then allow a slope further away from the intersection. He stated it appears the developer has
met the standards for the landing as well as agreed to relocating the Wood driveway to make the
intersection more compliant with the City standards.
MOTION:

A motion was made by Commissioner Schade to recommend approval of the
subdivision as proposed based on the findings the proposed private subdivision with
the required revisions will comply with the requirements of the Sensitive Area overlay
zone and mitigation requirements, the subdivision ordinance requirements are met, the
subdivision design mitigates impacts on the public health, safety and welfare the
subdivision follows the preliminary approved PRUD plan and utilities can handle the
demands required for the development. Approval is subject to the following
conditions:
1. Understanding that when Final PRUD approval is sought 31 and 32 may also need
to be detached;
2. Provide any additional information that may be needed to ensure the Bureau of
Reclamation that the proposed work will not impact the stability of the canal and
follow the accepted requirements;
3. Comply with the requirements of the January 9, 2015 and December 17, 2019 IGES
geotechnical investigation and recommendations of drainage design and rockfall
protection.
4. Show trail easement locations on plat for public access through property;
5. Install new driveway, approach and retaining wall along property boundary for the
Wood property to account for proximity to new intersection and road;
7. Before any grading on site, flag all trees identified as being preserved so they are
not disturbed. Revise grading plan to preserve large trees and major tree clumps;
8. City do an intersection analysis of what is safest configuration;
9. Make all other revisions required by the various city divisions; and
10. The developer conduct a pre-construction survey and monitor the wall during
construction.
Commissioner Blaisdell suggested the item might be tabled and expressed concern
with unanswered questions relating to life safety citing the potential of property
damage, the location of the power pole, the addition of 100+ cars per day, re-design
required due to the existing 30% slope, the street intersection and the new location of
the Wood driveway not being 50’ from the intersection.
Motion was seconded by Commissioner Graf and passed 4-3 with Commissioners
Graf, Sandau, Schade and Southwick voting aye and Commissioners Blaisdell, Herman
and Wright voting no. Commissioner Wright stated her vote was based on her feeling
there are still too many questions. Commissioner Herman stated his vote was based
on questions with both the intersections and the questionable stability of the property.
Other Commissioners noted their comfort was based on assurance the items identified
by Staff would be further reviewed by appropriate bodies, as well as the fact many of
the issues and concerns identified by the public are already in place, independent of
whether additional development occurs.
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6. Public Hearing Proposed Subdivision Ordinance Amendments, to 14-2-5.C and 14-4 regarding public
hearings and process for small subdivisions. (Attachment I)
Mr. Montgomery stated the existing subdivision ordinance allows small lot subdivisions of less than
10 lots to be conducted by a metes and bounds process without the cost of preparing a subdivision
plat so long as no easements or road dedications are required. Subdivisions up to five lots may be
approved by the Mayor, while those between 5-10 require Commission and Mayoral approval. While
Ogden is mostly built out, there are situations where a large parcel exists and an owner may desire
to divide and sell a separate lot. Staff is suggesting some revisions which will simplify the process
for smaller subdivisions which meet the subdivision ordinance. While public notification and
Mayoral approval would still be required, the proposed language would eliminate the need for
Planning Commission approval and simplify the approval process. He stated recent State laws have
changed and provides options which streamline the process. He presented language amendments
proposed in the Subdivision Ordinance. Staff recommendation is for approval of the amendment as
proposed.
Commissioner Blaisdell asked what approvals would be eliminated, noting these are often on the
common consent agenda. Mr. Montgomery responded only subdivisions of ten or less units where
there is no required street dedication would not be reviewed by the Planning Commission, but if a
road dedication is required, Commission approval is still warranted. Commissioner Sandau noted
the change from public hearing to public comment allows neighboring residents a forum to be
heard, without an expectation that their comments might cause the subdivision to be denied.
As there were no additional comments from the public, a motion was made by Commissioner
Schade to close the public hearing. Motion was seconded by Commissioner Wright and passed
unanimously.
MOTION:

A motion was made by Commissioner Graf to recommend approval of the ordinance
language amendments as proposed based on the findings they are consistent with
State law and provides for orderly development in a manner that is efficient and meets
the needs for future growth and development while protecting existing development.
Motion was seconded by Commissioner Blaisdell and passed unanimously, with
Commissioners Blaisdell, Graf, Herman, Sandau, Schade, Wright and Southwick voting
aye.

Reports: Landmarks Commission – Bryan Schade – approved a fence for the Keller building, and
upgrades for an existing historic home
Citizen Advisory – Rick Southwick - meeting in February
Ogden Trails Network – Dave Graf
Review of Meeting

Mr. Stratford stated while the Commission may question the approval process for other
bodies, they may not reverse or affect those decisions or standards. He reminded the chair to
ask audience members to address the Commission. Mr. Montgomery also reminded the
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Commission the Subdivision Ordinance contains language which allows the Mayor upon
Planning Commission recommendation to waive some standards. The January work session
will review both the City alcohol regulations and the airport master plan
As there was no additional businesses before the Commission, the meeting was adjourned at
8:17pm.
Respectfully submitted,

Jannette Borklund, Planning Technician
Approved

____________
(date)

____________________________
Rick Southwick, Chair
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Minutes of the regular work session of the Ogden City Planning Commission held February 15, 2020. Meeting
was conducted by Chair Southwick and began at 5:35pm.
Members Present;

Rick Southwick, Chair
Cathy Blaisdell
Angel Castillo
Robert Herman
Jenny Sandau
Bryan Schade
Janith Wright

Members Excused:

Dave Graf

Staff Present: Greg Montgomery, Planning Manager
Clinton Spencer, Deputy Planning Manager
Jannette Borklund, Planning Technician

1. DISCUSSION,
A. CHANGE IN PROVISIONS REGARDING ALOCHOL LAND USES
B. DEVELOPMENT OF AIRPORT MASTERPLAN
1. DISCUSSION,
A. CHANGE IN PROVISIONS REGARDING ALOCHOL LAND USES
Mr. Spencer stated a recent petition has caused Staff to consider updating the City code
relating to alcohol sales. The current ordinance defines taverns and private clubs which are
no longer defined by State law. The City code also does not address liquor sales other than
beer bars. The owners of the buildings in the BEH zone have requested consideration to allow
a liquor tasting facility s well as a restaurant with a cabaret or other live entertainment.
Staff has reviewed both the State regulations and the City regulations relating to alcohol sales
and is proposing some language changes in order to better comply with State law by
eliminating the definition of private club and tavern and create a new definition of “drinking
establishment”. He indicated while the State classifies a restaurant with gross sales of more
than 70% alcohol as a bar and restricts entry to minors. The City recognizes a restaurant to
have up to 50% sales in alcohol, and the limit per lineal block is not applicable to a restaurant
with alcohol sales up to 50% but would be effective for the use as a “drinking establishment”.
Commission asked if there are separation requirements from churches and schools. Mr.
Spencer responded there are separation distances according to State law, and is measured
from the entrance to the drinking establishment. Some have relocated the entry points in
order to satisfy the separation requirement Commission asked if Enable Industries is
classified as school and whether separation requirements are effective. Mr. Montgomery
stated they are not classified as a school and there is no separation requirement for the use.
1

Commission suggested if these uses would be allowed in the BEH zone as an effort to attract
area workers, it should also be effective in the DDR zone. Commission asked who monitors
the sales percentage of a restaurant. Mr. Spencer responded sales are reported to the DABC
and State Tax Commission and would be enforced by the City Licensing Division. He clarified
a cabaret license could be obtained for either a restaurant or a drinking establishment and the
new definitions would have no effect on exiting fraternal organizations where alcohol might be
served.
Commission expressed support of the proposed new language and directed Staff to schedule
it for an upcoming public hearing.
B. DEVELOPMENT OF AIRPORT MASTERPLAN
Mr. Montgomery stated the Airport management has recently hired a consultant to develop and update the
airport master plan. He stated the airport is important to the economy of Ogden City and its proximity to
Hill AFB may create some additional opportunities for fleet maintenance in the future. He stated the
consultant has surveyed existing buildings and rated the condition of existing hangars. He stated while
Ogden City owns the entire airport property, property is leased to private owners for the construction of
hangars.
He reviewed the findings of the consultant in relation to the City General Plan and its objectives and
strategies.
He then stated the consultant has prepared a variety of potential development plans and identified criteria
by which they were rated before choosing a preferred plan. He then reviewed some of the
recommendations of the proposed master plan and showed various growth scenarios proposed. He
discussed in further detail several of the varying scenarios relating to the future growth of the airport,
particularly of the preferred alternative. He indicated the airport manager is intending on bringing the Plan
to the Commission for its consideration for the March meeting and the draft plan should be available on
the website prior to that time. Commission felt use should be limited to those serving the aeronautic
community and other manufacturing uses should be prohibited. It was suggested there might be a no
build area in line with existing runways and consideration given to an airport buffer overlay zone for the
surrounding community.
There being no additional business before the Commission, the meeting adjourned at 7:15pm
Respectfully submitted,

Jannette Borklund, Planning Technician
Approved:

_______________
(date)

___________________________________
Rick Southwick, Chair
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Report by Brooke Olson

Agenda Name:

Request for Expansion of Nonconforming Use at 1747
Gibson Ave.

Petitioner/ Developer:

Larry Allen
1106 N. 1900 W.
Ogden, Utah 84401

Petitioner/ Developer’s requested action: Approval of a twenty-four (24) by twenty-four
(24) foot shed.

What the Planning Commission reviews
An expansion of a nonconforming use is required to be reviewed by the Planning
Commission. Adding other structures to the site where an existing nonconforming use
exists requires an approval of the expansion of the non-conforming use. The
Commission is required to review the expansion to see that the expansion does not
adversely impact other properties, is compatible, conforms to site requirements as much
as possible, does not create new nonconformities and stays within the original lot. The
Planning Commission action is the final action for the expansion of the nonconforming
use.

Planning Commission’s determination for action
Possible findings based on decision Commission determines appropriate.
1. Approve subject to staff recommendation
Finding that: the expansion of the use will not adversely impact surrounding
properties, the proposed expansion will be compatible with the surroundings, the
site will conform to all site development requirements as much as physically
possible, and the expansion will not create new conditions of noncompliance.
2. Approve with additional requirements differing from staff recommendation.
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Finding that: the expansion of the use will not adversely impact surrounding
properties, the proposed expansion will be compatible with the surroundings, the
site will conform to all site development requirements as much as physically
possible, and the expansion will not create new conditions of noncompliance. (List
additional requirements)
3. Denial
Finding that: the expansion of the use will adversely impact surrounding
properties, the proposed expansion will not be compatible with the surroundings,
the site will not conform to all site development requirements as much as
physically possible, and the expansion will create new conditions of
noncompliance.

Planning Staff’s Recommended Action
Approval of the twenty-four (24) foot by twenty-four (24) foot storage shed.
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Planning Staff’s Recommended Action
Prior to 2016 Allen’s Ceramics shop, a homestead building, and two associated
accessory buildings located at approximately 1747 Gibson Ave. were zoned M-1
(manufacturing). In 2016 this area was rezoned to R-1-5 (single family residential) in
support of the Gibson Community Plan update making it a nonconforming use. Two (2)
of the accessory buildings on the property were installed prior to 2016 and have
conforming rights. One is an eight (8) foot by ten (10) foot carport located on the west
side of the homestead building (see Attachment #2). The other is a twenty-four (24) by
twenty-four (24) foot storage shed located six (6) feet behind the homestead building.
The owner is requesting approval of an additional twenty-four (24) by twenty-four (24)
foot storage shed which was installed after the rezone occurred (see Attachments #2
and #5). The owner has indicated that the additional storage shed is used for the
ceramics shop. This additional shed is also located along the south border of the lot, six
(6) feet behind the conforming shed which was installed prior to 2016. Both sheds are
the similar models and match the colors of the existing buildings on the property. All lots
immediately surrounding the home are also zoned R-1-5 and the area across Gibson
Avenue to the west is zoned C-3.
Past History

Factors for consideration of action

1. The expansion of the use would not adversely impact the surrounding properties
The properties to the east and west of this use are single family residential homes. The
shed is along the south border of the lot behind the homestead building on the property.
Since the shed is setback five (5) feet from the property line and an existing screening
fence provides a buffer between the nonconforming lot and adjacent residential property
to the west this request would not be an adverse impact.
2. The proposed expansion is compatible with the surroundings.
An accessory building is a general use allowed on most lots. Compatibility is determined
by many things such as color, shape, materials, and scale in relationship to other
buildings. The shed is painted the same color as the other buildings on the property
which makes it compatible with its surroundings.
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3. The site of the proposed expansion conforms to all site development requirements as
much as physically possible given existing site limitations.
Allen’s Ceramics Shop and associated buildings sit on a large parcel of land and meet
the M-1 site development requirements. The shed is positioned five (5) feet from the
west property line, six (6) feet from the conforming shed, and thirty-six (36) feet behind
the homestead building which screens the shed from the street frontage. The shed is
also located over one hundred (100) feet from the rear property line, far from the
surrounding residential dwellings.
4. The proposed expansion shall not create new nonconformities or conditions of
noncompliance.
None of the proposed additions would be new nonconformities.
5. No expansion of a nonconforming use shall be allowed which would extend beyond
the original lot or tract of land.
All proposed improvements would occur within the property boundaries.

List of Attachments
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Project Fact Sheet
Application
Weber County Plat Map
Existing Site Photos
Aerial Imagery
Public Notice
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7.

Attachment #1- Project Fact Sheet
PROPERTY INFORMATION
Property Address: 1747 Gibson Ave.
Zone: R-1-5
Community Plan: Gibson

Project fact sheet

Property Size: .99 Acres
Existing Use: Ceramics Shop

PAST HISTORY
May 2016 – Property Rezoned to R-1-5
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Attachment #2- Application (2 pages)
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Attachment #2- Application (2 pages)
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Attachment #3- Weber County Plat Map
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Attachment #4- Existing Site Photos
Storage Shed installed after 2016 Rezone

Ceramics shop and Homestead Building

Rear Property Line
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Attachment #5- Aerial Imagery

Google Earth Aerial Imagery from July
2016 after the rezone from M-1 to R-1-5
showing one conforming shed.

Google Earth Aerial Imagery from July
2019 showing second shed.
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Attachment #6- Public Notice (3 pages)
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Report by Brooke Olson

Agenda Name:

CONDITIONAL USE PERMIT TO INSTALL MODIFIED
CELLULAR ANTENNAS AND EQUIPMENT AT 233 W 17th

Petitioner/ Developer:

Don Shiveley
General Dynamics
1152 W 2400 S. Suite C
West Valley, Utah

Petitioner/ Developer’s requested action: Approval of the proposed conditional use
permit to install modified cellular antennas and associated equipment on existing pole at
233 W 17th

What Planning Commission Reviews
Cellular towers and antennas are conditional uses in all areas of the city and are
therefore subject to the requirements for conditional uses as defined in 15-7-4. As
such, the Planning Commission is to review and determine if the proposal meets these
requirements as well as meeting the requirements for the zoning code for site design.
The Planning Commission action will be the final action for the conditional use
approval. The applicant will still need to complete the necessary site and building
reviews and obtain necessary permits.

Planning Commission’s Determination for Action
Possible findings based on decision Commission determines appropriate:
1. Approve subject to staff recommendations: Finding that the proposed use is
compatible with the surrounding development and the use will comply with the
regulations and standards outlined in the land use ordinances.

2. Approve with additional requirements: finding that the proposed use will be
compatible with the surrounding development and the proposed use will comply with
the land use ordinances with the following requirements and conditions: (list
requirements and conditions)
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Planning Staff’s Recommended Action
Staff recommends approval of the conditional use permit.

Vicinity Map
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Description of Request
This proposal is to replace three (3) 6’ cell antennas with three (3) new 8’ cell antennas
and to add three (3), ~1’ remote radio head (RRH) antennas, which are to be located
behind the cell antennas (see attached plans).

Factors for consideration of action
Conditional Use Requirements:
1. The proposed use will not, under the circumstances of the particular case and the conditions
imposed, be detrimental to the health, safety and general welfare of persons, nor injurious to
property and improvements in the community, existing surrounding uses, buildings and
structures. It shall be demonstrated that the use and property development:
2. Does not introduce hazards or potentials for damage to neighboring properties that cannot
be mitigated;
The proposed antennas and associated equipment will be well confined on the site by being
located on the 100’ tall tower and will not introduce hazards or potentials that could damage
neighboring properties.
3. Is in keeping with the type of existing uses surrounding the property and development as
proposed will improve the character of the area by encouraging reinvestment and upgrading
of surrounding properties.
The proposed equipment is a minimal addition to the existing tower, and will not affect the property
when considering the overall impact. The proposal could also be considered a driving force for
encouraging reinvestment and the upgrading of surrounding properties since the networks at this
location would increase the efficiency of wireless devices associated with this site.
2. The proposed use will comply with the regulations and conditions specified in the land use
ordinances.
Utility towers and antennas are exempt from height regulations, and therefore regulations for the
use and height are not exact. The goal when locating antennas for a cellular use has been to place
them on existing structures, which prevents the construction of the more cell towers, and reduces
impacts to surrounding uses. This proposal follows this concept by upgrading the antennas on the
existing cellular tower.
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Attachments
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Project Fact Sheet
Site Plan
Elevation Plan
County Plat
Antenna Plan
Public Notice (2 pages)
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Attachment #1 Project Fact Sheet
•
•
•
•
•

Property Address: 233 W 17th
Zone: C-3
District Plan: Gibson
Property Size: 1.1 acres
Existing Use: Telecommunications

PAST HISTORY
•
•
•
•
•
•

April 2018- Approval for equipment upgrades
February 2018- Approval for equipment upgrades
January 2015- Approval for equipment upgrades
June 2012- Approval for equipment upgrades
June 2000- Approval for cellular collocation
Pre-2000- Approval for 100’ cellular monopole
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Attachment #2 Site Plan
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Attachment #3 Elevation Plan
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Attachment #4 County Plat
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Attachment #5 Antenna Plan
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Attachment #6 Public Notice
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Report by Joseph Simpson

Agenda Name:

CBD (Central Business District) Site Plan Review for the
development of two outdoor patios at the Colonial Court
Apartments located at approximately 2155 Grant Avenue

Petitioner/ Developer:

Josh White
Outdoor Elements Design
6068 Redwood Road
Salt Lake City, Utah 84123
josh@outdoorelementsdesign.com

Petitioner/ Developer’s requested action: Approval of the proposed CBD site plan to
install two outdoor patios at 2155 Grant Avenue

What the Planning Commission reviews
The Planning Commission is required to review CBD plans. As part of the CBD site review
the Commission is to determine that the site modifications are using compatible building
materials, appropriate landscaping treatments, maintaining appropriate traffic circulation
on and off the site, and providing adequate screening.
Once the Commission takes and action regarding the proposed CBD plan, the
recommendation is then forwarded to the Mayor for his determination of the final action
the city should take regarding the proposal.

Planning Commission’s determination for action
Possible findings based on decision Commission determines appropriate:
1. Approve subject to staff recommendations, finding that:
• The proposed colors and materials of the outdoor patios will be compatible
with the site and surrounding developments.
• The site will comply with landscaping standards.
• The site will provide vehicle and pedestrian traffic access that is
compatible with the site and surrounding developments and meets city
standards with staff’s recommendation to complete reviews, obtain
permits, and complete all necessary inspections.
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The proposed site will provide adequate screening of the private patios
from the public street.

2. Approve with additional requirements, finding that:
• The materials will be compatible with the site and surrounding uses by: (list

requirements and conditions)
•

The site will comply with landscaping standards by: (list requirements and

conditions)
•

The site will provide vehicle and pedestrian traffic access compatible with
the site and surrounding developments by: (list requirements and

conditions)
•

The site will provide adequate screening by: (list requirements and

conditions)

Planning Staff’s Recommended Action
Staff recommends approval of the CBD Site Plan subject to all necessary reviews,
permits, and inspections be completed, and staff comments be satisfied.
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Description of request
The applicant is proposing to repurpose existing landscaped areas at the Colonial
Court Apartments to create two outdoor patio spaces (see attached demolition and
site plans). As shown on the attached site plans and renderings, these areas are to
have a rock paver base and incorporate various planters, fire pits, pergolas, and
furniture. The patios are to set in courtyard areas behind the apartment building west
of the Ogden Temple at 2155 Grant Avenue.
The plans also show that there is to be some slight modifications to an existing
landscape planter in front of the apartments at 340 21st Street just north of the Ogden
Temple. As shown on the attached landscape plan, this area is proposed to rearrange
some of the boulders in the planter and add more plants. This is only a minor
modification to the site and does not require Planning Commission or Mayor review.
The applicant only wishes to keep the Commission informed of the improvements
being made at this site.

Factors for consideration of action
Applicable CBD Design Guidelines:
A. Material Compatibility: Building material compatibility with surrounding, existing
buildings:
The proposed patios are to consist of a rock-paver base, which is compatible with the
stone exterior on the apartment building (see attached plans and site photos). The
furniture, planters, and fire pits, pergolas are earth-toned colors with a design that
complements the site and buildings.
B. Landscaping: Onsite and off-site landscaping and sidewalk treatment:
The proposal is really changing these areas from one type of landscaping to another. The
existing landscaping is basic consisting of a walkway, grass, and trees. The proposed
modification creates a landscaped area that is an active usable space that provides
gathering areas for tenants of the apartment. These landscape modifications enhance
the site by adding points of interest with a design and colors that are compatible with the
building. The patios still provide walkway connections between the parking lot and
building (see attached site plans, renderings and photos).
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C. Traffic Circulation: Traffic circulation, both on site and off site and meeting city
standards:
The proposed site modifications will maintain walkways between the parking lot and
building. There will not be any obstruction of vehicle traffic on or off the site (see
attached site plans).
As noted in the attached staff comments, there is concern regarding storm water
pollution prevention measures being met for the new development. Staff is
recommending as a condition of approval that these staff comments be satisfied, and
any required permits and inspections be obtained and completed.
D. Screening: The screening of utility boxes, refuse containers, delivery bays and loading
docks from the public view and adjacent properties:
As shown in the attached site photos, the proposed private patios will set behind the
apartment building and will not be visible from the public street.

Attachments
1. Project Fact Sheet
2. Site Plan
3. Demolition Plan
4. Proposed Site Plans (2 pages)
5. Proposed Landscape Plan
6. Site Details
7. Renderings
8. Site Photos (2 pages)
9. County Plat
10. Staff Comments
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Attachment #1- Project Fact Sheet
PROPERTY INFORMATION
Property Address: 2155 Grant Avenue
Zone: CBD
Planning District: CBD (Central Business District)
Lot Area: 4.96 acres
Existing Use: Apartments

PAST ACTIONS
February 1999 – Preliminary Group Dwelling approval for a 221-unit apartment complex
May 1999 – Final Group Dwelling approval for a 221-unit apartment complex
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Attachment #2- Site Plan
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Attachment #3- Demolition Plan
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Attachment #4- Proposed Site Plans (2 pages)
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Attachment #5- Proposed Landscape Plan
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Attachment #8- Site Photos (2 pages)
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Attachment #9- County Plat
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Attachment #10- Staff Comments
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Report by: Clinton Spencer, AICP

Agenda Name:

PUBLIC HEARING FOR PETITION #2019-24 TO AMEND
TITLE 15-ZONING PERTAINING TO TAVERNS, PRIVATE
CLUBS AND DRINKING ESTABLISHMENTS.

Petitioner/ Developer:

Martin McFadden w/ Blue Ox Development
25 S Main St, Ste. 120
Centerville, UT 84014

Petitioner’s requested action: Approval of amending several changes to ‘Title 15 –
Zoning Regulations’ to update city ordinances to adopt ‘drinking establishments’ as a
replacement for ‘taverns’ and ‘private clubs’ due to recent Utah State amendments.
What the Planning Commission Reviews
The Planning Commission is required to review all zoning text amendments in a public
hearing. The Commission reviews the purpose of the regulation, the general plan, and
the reason for a proposed change and determines whether or not the request is
consistent with those factors.
The Commission makes a recommendation regarding the proposed amendment based
on their review and forwards that recommendation to the City Council for a final action.
Planning Commission’s action and findings for action
Possible findings based on decision Commission determines appropriate:
1. Approve subject to staff recommendations, finding that: (Staff
Recommended)
• The proposed amendment will be consistent with the General Plan
• The proposed amendment will meet zoning requirements and policies
2. Approved with additional requirements differing from staff
recommendations, finding that:
• The proposed amendment will be consistent with the General Plan
• The proposed amendment will meet zoning requirements and policies
3. Deny the proposed amendment, finding that:
• The proposed amendment will not be consistent with the General Plan
• The proposed amendment will not meet zoning requirements and
policies
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Planning Staff’s Recommended Action
Approve the petition to amending several changes to ‘Title 15 – Zoning Regulations’ to
update city ordinances to adopt ‘drinking establishments’ as a replacement for ‘taverns’
and ‘private clubs’.
Description of request
The applicants, Blue Ox Development, are proposing to amend the city ordinance to
allow certain uses to take place on their clients (Ogden’s Own Distillery) property,
within the BEH zone. In order to accommodate the proposed uses in the BEH zone,
other updates to ‘Title 15 – Zoning Regulations’ are also necessary because of several
recent Utah State law amendments regarding alcoholic beverages. Not only does the
city not have a specific use category for what Ogden’s Own is proposing, but several
Utah State Laws have changed over the recent years and changes to the city
ordinances are needed to reflect the State law changes found in ‘Title 32B Alcoholic
Beverage Control Act’.
The main changes to the city ordinance pertain to adopting the new definition of a
‘Drinking Establishment’, the removal of ‘Private Club’ and ‘Tavern’, and a minor
alteration to the ‘Restaurant’ definition as follows:
15-2: Definitions
DRINKING ESTABLISHMENT: (REPLACES TAVERNS, PRIVATE CLUB
REFERENCES)
”An establishment that serves food and drink, or drink only, to the general public
or to its members and their guests, for on-premise consumption and whose
annual revenue from the sale of alcoholic beverages equals or exceeds the
revenue from the sale of food. A drinking establishment shall also be licensed
and hold a class B, C, D, or liquor consumption license, as applicable, under title
5, chapter 3, article C of this code. A drinking establishment shall not include
entertainment for its patrons unless the premises are zoned for and licensed as a
cabaret or adult live entertainment business.”
PROPOSED CHANGES TO “RESTAURANT”:
“A place of business where food and beverages are prepared, served and sold for
human consumption. A restaurant shall not include the sale and consumption of
alcoholic beverages unless licensed by the City and the State of Utah, nor shall it
include entertainment for its patrons unless zoned for and licensed as a cabaret
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or adult live entertainment business. The annual revenue from the sale of food
shall exceed the annual revenue from the sale of alcoholic beverages.”
As stated, the definitions for ‘Tavern’ and ‘Private Club’ would be eliminated with this
amendment.
Under the new Utah State regulations, any restaurant selling alcohol is considered a bar
IF the alcohol sales exceed thirty (30) percent. If alcohol sales are less than thirty (30)
percent, then it is considered a restaurant. There are three (3) different kinds of
restaurants licenses available for alcoholic beverage sales from the State: Limited
service, beer only, and full service restaurant. Any restaurant serving alcohol is also
subject to proximity limitations of 200 and 300 feet from a community location (school,
public library, church, park, residentially zoned property, etc.) measured either in a
straight line, or closest path.
Restaurants that would be considered bars under State regulations are limited to
patrons twenty-one (21) and older, so no minors would be allowed. Current city
ordinances differ in classifications of bars and restaurants with the threshold being the
majority of annual sales revenue. By current city ordinances the distinction between a
bar, or drinking establishment as proposed, and a restaurant is the amount of revenue
produced from the sale of food versus alcohol. If the total sales revenue from alcohol
exceeds the sale of food, then the city classifies the use as a drinking establishment as
has been proposed. A restaurant, by city ordinance, would be when food sales revenue
exceeded alcohol. The proposed ordinance changes replace the term ‘tavern’ and
‘private club’ with a new term and definition for ‘drinking establishment’ (see
attachments).
There are differences between the State regulation and city regulation. Although the
State threshold for a bar is more than thirty (30) percent sales alcohol, the city is
proposing to maintain its classification of a ‘drinking establishment’ as an
establishment that does more than fifty (50) percent annual sales revenue in alcohol.
State age-limitations for patrons would still be enforced, however, the city proposed
ordinance allows additional flexibility for the placement of city classified restaurants.
Also, it creates an adults only niche for restaurants that sell between fifty (50) and
seventy (70) percent food. The proposed difference between the State regulations and
city regulations also maintains the same standard that the city has developed over the
past twenty (20) years in terms of the classifications of a bar and a restaurant.
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Factors for consideration of action
1. Compliance with zoning requirements and policies
Current city ordinances include ‘taverns’ and ‘private clubs’ which are now considered by
the State as age-restricted establishments. Additionally, current city ordinance does not
provide the type of use proposed by the applicant for a ‘liquor only’ bar excluding beer. In
an effort to simplify the ordinance and provide additional clarity the terms ‘tavern’ and
‘private clubs’ will be replaced with the term ‘drinking establishment’, which will also include
any restaurant which has more revenue from alcohol than food. This amendment brings
State and city regulations into compliance with each other.
2. Reason for amendment
There are two reasons for the proposed amendment. First is to provide a use that is
currently not found in city ordinances which would allow a bar that DOES NOT serve beer.
Currently all city definitions require beer sales as part of a tavern or private use. The
definition of ‘drinking establishment’ includes the provision to allow a liquor only bar
without beer which the applicant is proposing for Ogden’s Own.
The second reason is to update city ordinances based on Utah State legislation changes.
Although the State refers to taverns, and private clubs, the over reaching definition of these
places is a bar. To avoid confusion, staff is proposing to remove those definitions (tavern,
private club) from the ordinance and provide one over reaching definition that includes any
tavern, or private club use. Drinking establishments will allow for bars that serve either beer
or liquor as is common use for a tavern or private club.
A similar definition for a ‘Drinking Establishment’ was proposed to the City Council in 2015
where the term ‘drinking establishment’ would replace the term ‘private club’. This was
done in an effort to reduce the amount of confusion as the State included several different
types of clubs. It is the same in this instance where drinking establishments would
encompass all taverns and clubs, social or private, that served alcoholic beverages.
Past History
July 2004- Approval of an ordinance amendment to allow corner buildings to be considered
for either linear block street.
February 2009- Denial of an ordinance amendment to redefine “linear block” to mean just
one side of the street so that four (4) taverns or private clubs could be allowed per street.
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August 2015 – Approval of ordinance change to replace private clubs to social clubs
Attachments
1. Petition
2. Staff Recommended changes to current ordinance
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1. Petition
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2. Staff recommended changes to current ordinance
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Planning Division

Report by Brooke Olson

Agenda Name:

PUBLIC HEARING FOR CONDITIONAL USE PERMIT TO ALLOW
A BAR AT 2518 LINCOLN/211 25TH STREET

Petitioner/ Developer:

Jared Allen
541 26th Street
Ogden Utah 84401

Petitioner/ Developer’s requested action: Approval of a high-end tavern/bar in CBD-I zone.

What Planning Commission Reviews
Sales establishments such as taverns are conditional uses throughout the city, and are
subject to the criteria outlined in 15-7-4 and 15-34-2.A which are the basis for issuing
conditional use permits for taverns or private clubs. The applicable criteria the Commission
must review the following regarding the proposed tavern:
1. Whether the proposed tavern will create additional impacts to the surrounding
properties that cannot be adequately mitigated
2. How the proposed tavern affects the character of the site and character of the area
3. If the proposed tavern conforms to the policies of the general plan and land use
ordinance
4. If the proposed tavern will create parking problems
Commission action is the final action needed for use approval.
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Planning
Commission’s
Determination
for Action
Possible
findings based
on decision Commission
determines appropriate:
1. Approve as submitted finding that:
• The proposed changes are compatible with surrounding development and
comply with the land use ordinance.
• The proposed tavern will not create additional impacts to the surrounding
properties
• The proposed tavern conforms to the policies of the general plan
• The proposed tavern will not create parking problems

2. Approve with additional staff recommended requirements:
• The proposed changes are compatible with surrounding development and
comply with the land use ordinance.
• The proposed tavern will not create additional impacts to the surrounding
properties
• The proposed tavern conforms to the policies of the general plan
• The proposed tavern will not create parking problems
3. Denial:
• The proposed use is not compatible with surrounding development and do not
comply with the land use ordinance.
• The proposed tavern will create additional impacts to the surrounding properties
• The proposed tavern does not conform to the policies of the general plan
• The proposed tavern not create parking problems

Planning Staff’s Recommended Action
Staff recommends approval of the Conditional Use Permit to allow a bar at 2518 Lincoln Ave.
subject to the following conditions:
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1. Complete a lot combination process to obtain the required lot frontage along Lincoln Ave. for
the proposed tavern entrance on the south side of the building
2. Install an additional 24 hour surveillance security camera and in the parking lot to increase
coverage for the proposed public parking area
3. Tavern hours of operation are limited to Thursday, Friday, and Saturday from 5:00 p.m. to
1:00 a.m.
4. Install 5’ sidewalk to provide designated pedestrian access to proposed bar entrance from
Lincoln?
5. Relocate dumpster and modify HVAC enclosure to allow for the installation of a 5’ Sidewalk
6. Provide 6 on site parking stalls for owner occupied vacation units (including 1 ADA stall)
7. Install additional lighting as needed to increase the safety of the entrance
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Description of Request
The applicant is proposing to establish a bar/club in the Helena building located at 2518
Lincoln Ave/211 25th Street. The Helena is a historic mixed-use building located directly
east of Alleged (a bar/tavern also owned by the applicant) along Historic 25th Street
within the heart of the Central Business District. Five (5) vacation residential units and
one (1) owner occupied unit are located on the top two floors of the Helena building while
the main floor is currently transitioning from Smokey’s BBQ to Lucky Slice pizza. The
proposed bar would occupy the 3,134 Sq. ft. basement of the Helena building (see
Attachment #4)
The City’s zoning ordinance does not permit more than two (2) private clubs or taverns
per linear block in the CBD zone (15-34-2). For this purpose, the applicant is proposing
the bar primary access to be located from the basement entrance on the south side of
the building in the parking lot which fronts Lincoln Avenue (see Attachment #5). The
applicant is proposing to complete a lot combination process to obtain the required
street frontage for the proposed entrance of the bar. Currently, the parking lot consists of
nine (9) spaces reserved for the owner-occupied vacation residential units on the top two
floors of the building. Security cameras monitor this parking lot on the south side of the
building where the proposed entrance will be located.
The applicant will use curb-side parking and public parking near the building to satisfy
the parking requirement, like most businesses along Historic 25th street. For example, the
Courts building parking lot (131 stalls) to the south is free for public parking after 5:00
p.m. which is when the proposed bar would be open for business. The parking lot is
ninety-four (94) feet from the building entrance to the parking lot. The applicant also
intends to install an additional security camera on the roof so they can monitor the
Courts building parking lot.
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Factors
for Consideration of Action
Rezone
Policies:
A. The proposed use will not, under the circumstances of the case and the conditions
imposed, be detrimental to the health, safety and general welfare of persons, nor injurious to
property and improvements in the community, existing surrounding uses, buildings and
structures. It shall be demonstrated that the use and property development:
Staff has concerns regarding pedestrian access from the proposed public parking area to the
proposed entrance of the bar. The City’s zoning ordinance requires a designated, paved, pedestrian
pathway to connect customer parking to any space devoted for customer use (15-12-10.A.). On site
parking is currently restricted to the residential vacation rentals. No designated pedestrian access
exists from the proposed public parking area to the proposed entrance of the bar. As a condition of
approval, staff is requiring a 5’ sidewalk to be installed to provide designated pedestrian access to
the entrance of the bar (see Attachment #6). Aside from pedestrian access to the entrance, no new
hazards are introduced for surrounding properties with the proposed facility. However, in order to
maintain safety and security, proper lighting and an additional surveillance camera have been
proposed to reach all parking areas required for the bar.
The proposed use of this property is in keeping with those along 25th Street and the CBD zone;
However, this site is located below and adjacent to residential uses. A bar/tavern is not generally
compatible with residential uses, even so, the restaurant on the main floor of the building will
provide a buffer between the tavern and the residential vacation rentals. Taverns may have
potential negative impacts such as disturbance and public intoxication and affect nearby
residences and business if not mitigated. Staff recommends installing an additional security
camera for increased coverage of the proposed parking area to help monitor and mitigated those
potential risks.
B. The proposed use at the location is consistent with the objectives and strategies
established in the general plan, particularly the community or corridor plans.
Historic 25th Street is known for its architecture and history. Central Business District plan
identifies the need to preserve the historic character of the 25th Street National Historic District and
draw people downtown. The applicant is proposing to capitalize on the historic nature of the
property, host historic lecture series by the Stewart Library and create a bar that encourage social
interaction and conversation rather than loud music and dancing. This proposal aims to activate
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basement space of the building that is not currently being utilized to create a unique atmosphere
and venue that will draw more people to downtown and help support the primary strategies of the
Central Business District Plan.
C.
The proposed use at the location is compatible with the character of the site, adjacent
properties, surrounding neighborhoods and other existing development. In determining the
compatibility of the use with the surrounding area, the planning commission may consider the
following:
Most of the surrounding businesses on 25th Street close between 7:00-10:00 p.m. The businesses
to the south close around 5:00 p.m. The tavern proposes to be open from 5:00 p.m.-1 a.m. Thursday
through Saturday. Peak land use times would be during evening hours on weekends. While the
applicant is proposing to operate the proposed tavern from 5:00 p.m. to 1:00 a.m., the peak hours of
use are likely to be in the late evening hours. Most surrounding properties are retail to the and
should not be impacted by vehicle traffic during these hours.
Since the proposed bar is to be in the basement of the building, it would appear that it will not have
an impact on surrounding uses outside of the building. As previously indicated, the applicant is
proposing to operate the bar between 5:00 p.m. and 1:00 a.m. There is some concern with the
proposed hours and the potential of disturbing the residents to the west above the businesses.
However, Lincoln Avenue provides separation and the bar use being inside the basement of a
building would limit the impact. The applicant has also indicated that the environment of the bar
would promote conversation and socializing over loud music and dancing.
D.
Design Compatibility: The proposed site and building design and placement at the
location is compatible with:
The current site layout was installed a few years ago while the building has been in place for many
years. Aside from having a designated pedestrian access from the parking area to the proposed
entrance, the onsite parking lot and the proposed public parking lot currently meet all other site
development and landscaping standards. The onsite parking lot also includes the required
enclosure and screening gate to the dumpsters located at the east end of the parking lot.
Previously mentioned, the private and public parking lot has landscaping in place and meets site
development standards.
Street lighting is located along the front of this building along Lincoln Avenue and 25th Street. The
parking lot also has lighting. The applicant intends to provide fencing, a gate and a curb cut to the
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entrance (see Attachment #7). The applicant also intends to install signage that is in scale and
compatible with the area.
The applicant intends to install a fence and gate to distinguish the entrance to the proposed bar.
The applicant is proposing it to be constructed out of rusted architectural metal to match the
existing railing which was approved by Landmarks Commission in 2019 (see Attachment #7).
E.

The proposed use will comply with the regulations and conditions specified in the land
use ordinances.

The staff recommended site plan would bring this property into compliance with requirements of
the zoning code that have not adequately been addressed are as follows:
1.

Designated pedestrian access to the entrance of the building from the proposed parking
area

2.

The parking regulation calls for 1 parking stall per 75 square feet of building area for taverns
and I stall per unit for the residential vacation units. At this point an interior dimension for
the bar is 3,134 square feet, which would require 41 parking stalls in addition to the 6
required stalls for the owner-occupied residential vacation units. The existing onsite parking
lot meets the requirements for the owner-occupied residential vacation units. Based on the
existing parking situation there are 131 parking stalls in the Court building parking lot and
the proposed uses would use be approximately 41 stalls so there should be no conflict.

Staff Review Comments
The application is subject to review by City Staff and requirements from the Planning, Fire,
Building, and Engineering departments are to be met.
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Attachments
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Project Fact Sheet
Application
Parcel
Floor Plan
Existing Site Plan
Staff Recommended Site Plan
Existing Photos
Security Camera Coverage
Public Notice

Attachment #1 Project Fact Sheet
PROPERTY INFORMATION
Property Address: 2518 Lincoln Ave.
Zone: CBDI
Property Size: .11 Acres
Existing Use: Mixed Use

HISTORY
2015 – Site Plan Approval for parking lot on the south side of C.C Keller building (205 25 th St.
and the Helena Hotel (211 25th St.)
2012 – CUP approval for tavern and roof top patio at 2506 Lincoln Avenue
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Attachment #2 Application
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Attachment #3 Parcel
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Attachment #4 Floor Plan
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Attachment #5 Existing Site Plan
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Attachment #6 Staff Recommendation
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Attachment #7 Existing Photos (3 pages)

Proposed Bar Existing Interior
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Attachment #7 Existing Photos (3 pages)
Existing Site Parking Lot for
Vacation Residential Units

Proposed Public Parking
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Attachment #7 Existing Photos (3 pages)
Existing Bar Access

Proposed Bar Entrance
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Attachment #8 Security Camera Coverage
Security Camera Coverage

Security Camera Parking Lot Coverage
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Attachment #9 Public Notice (4 pages)
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Report by Joseph Simpson

Agenda Name:

Conditional Use Permit (CUP) and Preliminary GroupDwelling approval to have townhomes and apartments
consisting of 166-units at approximately 130-240 West
17th Street

Petitioner/ Developer:

Travis Taylor
95 South River Bend Way Ste A
North Salt Lake, Utah 84054
travis@westates.us

Petitioner/ Developer’s requested action: Approval of the proposed CUP and preliminary
group-dwelling approval to have townhomes and apartments consisting of 166-units on
two lots in the C-3 zone.

What the Planning Commission reviews
The Planning Commission is required to review all group-dwelling applications as
conditional uses under the Group-Dwelling Ordinance. The Planning Commission will first
review the proposal for preliminary approval. The purpose of the preliminary approval is
to determine general compliance of the regulations of the group-dwelling requirements in
City Code 15-10. Those requirements establish the compatibility of the project in use,
site design, and architecture. Once preliminary approval is obtained, the developer will
need to return to the Planning Commission with a more thorough submittal for final
group-dwelling approval.

Planning Commission’s determination for action
Possible findings based on decision Commission determines appropriate:
1. Approve subject to staff recommendations, finding that the proposed groupdwelling:
• The proposed group-dwelling will comply with all zoning and group
dwelling requirements by implementing staff recommendations.
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2. Approve with other conditions and requirements, finding that the proposed groupdwelling:
• The proposed group-dwelling will comply with all zoning and group
dwelling requirements by: (list requirements and conditions).
3. Table finding that the proposed group-dwelling has not adequately demonstrated:
• Compliance with all zoning and group dwelling requirements.
4. Denial, finding that the proposed group-dwelling:
• Does not sufficiently comply with all zoning and group dwelling
requirements.

Planning Staff’s Recommended Action
Staff recommends approval of the proposed CUP and preliminary group-dwelling
subject to the following:
1. All parking lots, drives, and back-up areas meet the required 8’ landscaped
setback.
2. The required minimum of five, five-gallon sized shrubs be installed on the site for
each unit, with at least one of every five being a flowering shrub.
3. The required 30% of open space area of the development meet the requirement
of 80% coverage of trees and shrubs.
4. The courtyard open spaces meet the minimum requirement of 40% coverage of
shrubs and trees.
5. All planter areas meet the requirement of being completely covered with shrubs
and ground covers within a five-year period.
6. Xeriscaped areas be expanded to all small planter areas as shown on staff’s
recommended site plan to meet bonus density requirements.
7. The proposed excessive parking stalls be reduced along the projects major
walkway to provide a unified landscaping design and to connect open spaces in
the development as shown on staff’s recommended site plan, which will meet
bonus density requirements.
8. The proposed excessive parking stalls be reduced to provide well defined
crosswalks in order to maintain pedestrian connections within the development
as shown on staff’s recommended site plan.
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9. A street scape be developed along 17th Street frontages that meet zoning
requirements and street tree types, quantities, and locations be approved by the
City Urban Forester.
10. The fencing between the front buildings and 17th Street be a 4’ wrought iron
fence.
11. The dumpster screening enclosures on the site be 6’ masonry walls with solid
metal gates that match the materials, architecture, and colors of the buildings
on the site.
12. All the buildings on the site meet requirements to have the same proportionate
use of exterior finish materials on all four sides of the buildings excluding
windows and doors.
13. The breezeways on the apartment buildings have the required covered porch
entry by incorporating a porch roof between the first and second levels of the
building.
14. The clubhouse incorporate decorative lintels above the windows or coins on the
building corners to meet minimum design requirements.
15. If the development is to be subdivided into separate lots, a private subdivision
review be completed with Ogden City and conditions and restrictions be
recorded with the subdivision for maintenance and use of the development to
ensure all lots maintain access and use of parking, open spaces, recreation
facilities, and walkways throughout the entire development.
16. The attached two-car garages have interior dimensions of at least 24’ wide, 20’
deep, and 7’ high.
17. All department staff comments be obtained and satisfied.
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Description of request
The applicant is proposing to create a neighborhood
group-dwelling on this property by developing three,
three-level apartment buildings in the center of the
property and thirteen, two-level townhouses/rowhouse buildings at the west side of the property.
These buildings are to consist of 166 dwelling units
(tabulation of the distribution of units shown in adjacent table). The project also consists of
a single-level clubhouse with a swimming pool located at the southeast end of the
development. The clubhouse and townhomes/row-housing have gable roof styles, while the
apartment buildings have flat roofs. All the buildings incorporate similar exterior materials
and colors, consisting of brick, stucco, and cement fiber board (see attached renderings,
site, and elevation plans).
The proposed townhomes/row-housing are to have attached two-car garages with surface
parking in close proximity for guests. The apartment buildings and clubhouse have surface
parking lots near the buildings. The development is proposed to have 233 total parking
stalls, where only 142 are required, which is an excess of 91 stalls.
As shown on the attached future subdivision, the applicant would be subdividing this
property so that the townhomes/row-housing are on one lot and apartments and clubhouse
are on another lot. Though the development is to be divided into two lots, this proposal is to
have both properties function as one development, with interconnecting drives, landscaping,
walkways, parking, and recreation amenities (see attached site and landscape plans). The
future subdivision plat is not being reviewed at this time but would be coming before the
Commission in the future.

Factors for consideration of action
Applicable Preliminary Group-Dwelling Requirements:
A. Meets the minimum group-dwelling lot area and design standards:

The property is located in a C-3 zone and has a lot area of 9.52 acres (414,691.2 square
feet), which would allow 130 dwelling units under the basic lot area requirements. The
applicant has requested bonus density points to allow a total of 166-units (36-units
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above the allowed baseline). The analysis of the bonus density request is discussed in
further detail in section G below. If the bonus density points are approved by the
Commission than the additional 36-units can be incorporated in the project.
The design standards for group-dwellings required dumpster enclosures to be
compatible with the style, materials, and architecture of the development. The applicant
is proposing 6’ high chain-link with vinyl slats to screen the dumpsters on the site, which
is not compatible with the development. Staff is recommending as a condition of
approval that the dumpster enclosures be 6’ masonry walls with solid metal gates that
match the materials, architecture, and colors of the buildings on the site.
The applicant is proposing to install black vinyl coated 4’ high chain-link fence in the front
portion of the development along 17th Street. The group-dwelling design standards
prohibit the use of chain-link in the front yard, so staff is recommending as a condition of
approval that the front fencing be wrought iron.
The attached building elevation plans show that all of the buildings on the site will use
stucco, brick, and cement fiber board as the finishing materials of the buildings. Not all
sides of the buildings implement the same proportions of these materials. The design
standards for group-dwellings required the finish materials be proportionate on all four
sides of the buildings. Staff is recommending that the buildings meet this requirement as
a condition of approval.
The group-dwelling design standards require the entrances for all buildings to have a
covered porch. This covered porch requirement is meant to define the entrance of the
buildings. The attached renderings and building elevations show that the clubhouse and
townhomes/row-housing are to have covered porches, however the apartment buildings
have no porch covering to define the entrances to the breezeways. Staff is
recommending as a condition of approval that porch covers be added between the first
and second level of the building over the breezeway. This porch cover should be
designed to be compatible with the building and help define the entrances to the
buildings.
Group-dwellings are required to have at least two architectural elements to provide a
defined character to the buildings. These architectural elements include bay windows,
quoins, dormers, cantilevered floor, decorative cornice work, corbeling on walls,
decorative lintels, and roof styles other than gables. The townhomes/row-housing
incorporate cantilevered floors and decorative corbeling beneath the cantilevered areas.
The apartment buildings have flat roofs and decorative cornices. The clubhouse uses
dormers in the roof design, but there is not really a second feature. Staff is
recommending that the clubhouse incorporate either decorative lintels above the
windows, or quoins on the corners of the building to meet this requirement. The use of
lintels above the windows would probably be the best option with the buildings current
design.
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B. Provides an adequate interior traffic circulation system which does not adversely
impact neighboring properties. In considering impacts to the neighbors, such things
as car lights, visibility of parking areas, screening, access location and distance of
parking areas from neighboring buildings shall be considered:

The group-dwelling standards require that parking and driveways be at least 8’ from and
side or rear property line. As discussed previously, some of the back-up areas, parking,
and driveways proposed with this project encroach in the required setback, which could
impact existing and future developments. Staff is recommending as a condition of
approval that the required 8’ setback be met to prevent adverse impact to neighboring
properties.
The group-dwelling standards require that the sides and rear of the property be enclosed
with a fence. The plans do propose a 6’ high chain-link fence with black vinyl finish to be
installed on the sides and rear of the development. This fence meets the group-dwelling
standards and will provide a security barrier between the development and surrounding
properties (see attached site plan and materials). In addition to the fence, the attached
landscape plan shows that trees will be installed along the perimeter fence, which will
provide privacy and screening for the neighboring properties.
There is concern that some of the townhomes/row-houses are isolated from the open
spaces and recreation facilities in the development. As a condition of approval staff is
recommending that well defined crosswalks be implemented in the development to
maintain pedestrian connectivity in the development. These recommended crosswalks
are shown on the attached staff recommended site plan. A few proposed parking stalls
may need to be eliminated, but as shown on the site plan there is an excess of parking so
there should not be any impact to parking needs.
To ensure the attached two-car garages proposed with the townhomes/row-housing is
usable, staff is recommending that the interior dimensions of the garages be at least 24’
wide, 20’ deep, and 7’ high. This will help encourage parking in the garages and prevent
parking from spilling out into the street, which could impact surrounding properties.
C. Interrupts or restricts future local or community traffic patterns:

The proposed group-dwelling will provide two entries off 17th Street. The east approach
will be located ~260’ away from Wall Avenue and the west approach will be located
~145’ from the west property line. These access locations will not interrupt or restrict
future traffic patterns. As shown on the attached site and landscape plan, it appears that
the east approach will also provide access to the vacant property east of the
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development. As shown on staff recommended landscape plan, there needs to be an 8’
landscaped setback between the drive and east property line. Access points can be
created to provide access for future development of the east property and staff’s
recommended landscape island will help direct the flow of traffic between the two sites.
D. Architecture is compatible with the character of the neighborhood. In determining
compatibility, the planning commission shall consider types of building materials,
color, architectural relief to the face of the building, roof style and height of the
building:

As discussed previously, there are some group-dwelling design standards that are
lacking in the proposal. In addition to meeting minimum standards, applying staff
recommendations will enhance what is already being proposed. The neighborhood is
really in a state of transition being surrounding by industrial buildings and
nonconforming single-family homes. The incorporation of the varying flat and pitched
roof types and masonry materials make this project compatible with the surrounding
developments. The project will also set a standard for future development in the area.
E. Site design and building design does not adversely impact neighboring properties.
Such things as building location and orientation, landscaping, screening, privacy and
other specific site issues shall be considered in determining if the neighborhood is
adversely impacted beyond permitted development possibilities:

As discussed throughout this report there are a few modifications recommended by staff
that need to be made to the site and buildings to meet group-dwelling standards. With
these modifications there should not be any adverse impact to the neighboring
properties.
F. Open space development meets the needs of the residents of the development by
providing private outdoor areas, common play areas and areas of interest:

The attached landscaping plan does provide a general idea of where landscaping is to be
located and the type of landscaping design. The general plan will suffice for a preliminary
group-dwelling review, but a detailed landscape plan will be required for the final review.
There are some general group-dwelling requirements that will need to be met on the site.
These include two trees for each unit, which is shown on the attached landscape plan,
and five, five-gallon shrubs per unit. One of every five shrubs is required to be a flowering
shrub. Staff has included this requirement as a recommended condition of approval. The
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standards also require that all planter areas be completely covered by shrubs and ground
covers within a five-year period of installation. The landscape plans will need to show
plant types that will have a growth potential to meet this requirement. Staff has included
this requirement as a condition of approval as well.
The attached landscape plan does not provide any details as to how the streetscape will
be landscaped. Staff is recommending as a condition of approval that the minimum
streetscape landscaping standards be met, and all street trees be approved by the City
Urban Forester.
There are specific requirements for neighborhood group-dwellings when it comes to
landscaping. The site needs to have a minimum of 30% onsite landscaping, excluding
streetscape and setbacks. The proposal meets this requirement by having 33.9%
landscaping and open space. The standards require that this required area be 80%
covered by trees and shrubs. Staff is recommending this requirement be met as a
condition of approval. The standards also require open courtyard areas be 40% covered
by trees and shrubs. These areas are the open areas between buildings, which are
primarily detention basins in this project. The perimeter of these basins could support
the tree and shrub requirement and staff has included this as a condition of approval.
G. Meets the design requirements of this chapter for increased density:

As shown on the attached bonus density points request, the applicant is proposing to
develop an additional 36-units on the site beyond the baseline density requirement. The
baseline density standard would allow 130-units and the developer is requesting 166units.
The applicant has listed four bonus density sections that are proposed to be used to
obtain 300 points of the 256 points needed to add 36-units to the project. These sections
are outlined in the attached bonus density points request.
The first section grants 80 points for the development being located in a C-3 zone. As
noted on the attached project fact sheet, this property was recently rezoned from M-1 to
C-3 to allow multiple-family developments such as the group-dwelling being proposed at
this time.
For recreation centers, 70 points can be granted for including a swimming pool that is
600 square feet and is surrounded by an 8’ wide deck. As shown on the attached site
plan, the developer is proposing to install a pool that is twice the minimum requirement
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(24’x 50’) and a pool deck that is 8’ to 12’ wide. The pool exceeds the minimum
requirements and would be eligible for the 70 points.
The applicant is requesting two section of bonus density points for landscaping
elements. The first is for the development having a unified landscaping design of trees,
shrubs, lighting, natural features, ponds, streams, fountains, waterfalls, sculptures, and
other design elements which create interest and visual unity and display creativity in
providing usable open space for the residents of the development. This provision is
worth 50 points. The applicant notes in the request that the unified design is being
achieved due to the landscaped pedestrian connections to all the open spaces in the
development. Staff feels that there is some lack of pedestrian connection between some
of the open space areas of the development and the residential buildings. Staff is
recommending that modifications be made to the site to increase landscaping around
the walkways and add well defined crosswalks where pedestrians will need to cross
driveways. The attached staff recommended site plan shows areas where these could be
achieved. Some of the proposed parking stalls would need to be removed, but as
previously indicated, there is an excess of parking stalls and parking requirements would
still be met with these modifications. With staff recommended site modifications staff
feels that the requested 50 points under this provision could be granted.
The second landscaping element being requested is the use of drought tolerant
landscaping design in the project to conserve water usage and limit turf grass to high
foot traffic and recreation areas. This provision is worth 100 points. In comparing the
attached proposed landscape plan and staff recommended site plan, staff is
recommending additional drought tolerant landscaped areas. There are several small
open areas that the applicant is proposing to use grass, which could be treated with a
waterwise landscape design. The larger open areas can be used for yard and recreation
areas for the residents, but the smaller areas should be a drought tolerant design. Staff is
recommending as a condition of approval that these areas be planters and not turf. The
landscape plan provided for final review and approval will need to detail the planter areas
and show the provisions under this standard are being met.
NOTE: As shown on the attached future subdivision, the developer is proposing to
subdivide this development into two lots. This is being done for financing purposes.
There is concern that if the lots were to come under separate ownership that access to
amenities between the two properties could be restricted and contention could rise
regarding the maintenance of parking, open space, access, and recreation areas. As this
project is being approved as one development, standards and bonus density points are
allowing for additional units, which if modified under separate ownerships could result in
a loss of developed units in the future. Staff is recommending as a condition of approval
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that if the development is to be subdivided, a private subdivision review be completed
with Ogden City and conditions and restrictions be recorded with the subdivision for
maintenance and use of the development to ensure all lots maintain access and use of
parking, open spaces, recreation facilities, and walkways throughout the entire
development.

Attachments
1. Project Fact Sheet
2. Proposed Site Plan
3. Proposed Landscape Plan
4. Building Renderings (2 pages)
5. Building and Fence Materials (3 pages)
6. Staff Recommended Site Plan
7. Bonus Density Points Request (3 pages)
8. Building Elevations (3 pages)
9. County Plats (2 pages)
10. Future Subdivision
11. Public Notice (3 pages)
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Attachment #1- Project Fact Sheet
PROPERTY INFORMATION
Property Address: Approximately 130-240 West 17th Street
Zone: C-3
Planning Community: Gibson Community
Lot Area: 9.52 acres (neighborhood group-dwellings must be 10-arcres or less)
Existing Use: Vacant property
Proposed Use: 166 dwelling units within a mix of row-housing and apartment buildings
DEVELOPMENT STATISTICS
Land utilization:
Open space
Building
41.6%
27.8%
Open space excluding setbacks: 33.9%

Hard surface
30.6%

Building Square footage:
Clubhouse: 3,594 square feet
Town/Row-Housing: 5,414 – 6,481 square feet per level
Apartments: 9,856 square feet per level
Building height:
Clubhouse: 1- level
Town/Row-Housing: 2-levels
Apartments: 3-levels
Onsite Parking Proposed: 233 stalls (excess of 91 stalls)
Required Parking: 142 stalls
PAST HISTORY
April 2019 – West portion of the property was rezoned from M-1 to C-3 to allow for
multiple-family development
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Attachment #2- Proposed Site Plan
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Attachment #3- Proposed Landscape Plan
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Attachment #4- Building Renderings (2 pages)
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Attachment #5- Building and Fence Materials (3 pages)
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Attachment #6- Staff Recommended Site Plan
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Attachment #7- Bonus Density Points Request (3 pages)
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Attachment #8- Building Elevations (3 pages)
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Attachment #9- County Plats (2 pages)
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Attachment #10- Future Subdivision
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Attachment #11- Public Notice (3 pages)
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